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About This Game

Addictive match-three game with gorgeous graphics and a simple interface. Escape for hours with relaxing music and stunning
colors as you maneuver gems to match three in a row. Customize by selecting your skill level or background image, and

compare your score on baKno’s Top Players list.
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Title: Gems
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Lol funny game. Short game. No plot. TERRIBLE. 4 days of trying to download and still
nothing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. i can burn people and they scream so delightfully. Overall a decent game. It's
entertaining has good visuals \/ soundtrack that will make game sessions enjoyable. If you're interested chances are you'll like
this game.

Pros:
- Good visuals, meaning menus, CGs, characters' art, etc.
- Good soundtrack.
- Multiple endings.
- Fully voiced.

Cons:
- Tedious battle system, it's so slow and repetitive.
- Voice acting is not the best.
- Money can be hard to get sometimes unless you keep reloading your game.

Worth the price. I would buy again.. nice gameplay. nice graphic and this game can played with your smartphone. I thought it
was going to be like Battle Brothers. Horribly painfully wrong.. Owning the HD versiob of the Android version, it's good to see
one of my favourite endless runners that started as a humble flash game get an HD port to Steam as well! Canabalt is still as
addictive the day it came out, and just as perilous and frustrating, too.. I first saw stuff about this game over a year ago, I think, I
don't remember, it's been awhile and I was intrigued. Mostly because the main character was a fox, but it also looked fun. I don't
usually play platformer games often, so it's not a genre I'm too familiar but I think this game is pretty fun from what I've played.

The controls are good, movement feels a little slow but it's not frustratingly slow. I love the pixel art and the music. There does
seem to be a lot of back tracking once you get more abilities, but I'm alright with that.

I'm excited to play this game more, first impressions are good so far!

Also to people not sure how to exit the game on PC, once you quit to the main menu you have to hit the esc key and it will close
the game. Not obvious, probably something they should patch in, like a quit button.
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its alright.
its a mix of cod and csgo
graphics are alright. 6\/10. i have'nt finished the story mode yet but it runs smoothly and is everything you would expect from a
LEGO game. The graphics have also been imroved noticeably since LEGO MARVEL superheroes, it's a bit of shame the game
could not include character MARVEL has sold (eg; FF, X-men, spiderman,) but i think it is a step up from the last games none
the less. For those of you who can't figure it out, you need to take the CD Key in Steam for DLC and\\or Gold Edition and
activate it in UPlay to get your items.. Youtube music, flash game environment,pure laziness.Also oyu payed for this !
Developer *cough* lazy idiot, get your game better!. After beating the game, I feel I can chip in my two cents about it.
Story, setting and general content has been covered by the product description and other reviewers, so I'll refrain from going
through all that again and instead focus on the good and the bad.

PROs
+ Quite a unique setting - only other game that comes anywhere near it seems to be Kairosoft's Dungeon Village
+ Decent graphics for such a small game - no great animations, but the texture quality is really okay
+ Light-hearted humor - I love me some smiles and chuckles while playing
+ Actually really nice music - normally, I'll turn of music within minutes. Here I didn't. Says something, at least for me.

CONs
- Lack of variety - it feels kind of repetitive to organize your heroes and thus makes the game very shallow
- Becomes a drag after the early game - after you research everything and equip your heroes, you spend most of your time
waiting for the next thing to happen. Which often felt to be too long.
- The end - while I didn't expect much of a story (and didn't get one), the end was very... unsatisfying, especially after the long
and forced wait until it actually triggered.

Conclusion:
It actually feels difficult to give a simple "yes or no" answer to the question whether I recommend this game.
It has its weaknesses. Annoying and very time-consuming weeknesses. It lacks depth in terms of content and possibilities. If
you're into complex simulations, steer clear of this, you'd be disappointed.
However, if you're looking for a quite entertaining simple little pastime in a unique setting, you'll probably get your money's
worth. I feel like I did. That's why it gets a thumbs-up from me.
. 1. What is Aquanox 2?
Aquanox 2 is the sequel to the sci-fi-underwater shooter Aquanox 1.

2. Do I have to play the first game before I start with Aquanox 2?
No, because Aquanox 2 has its own storyline and you will play as a new main character.
You will meet some characters from the first game, but you won\u00b4t miss much if you didn \u00b4t play the first game.

3. Is it worth buying?
If you liked the first game or games like X-Wing vs Tie-Fighter or Wing Commander, you should give this one a try.

4. I played Aquanox 1, what is the difference between the first and the second game?
As I mentioned you will play a new main character. The new storyline is pretty good, more serious and not as cheesy as the first
game. The graphics are not as colourful as the first
game, but with better textures and its a little darker now with brown colours. The voice
acting also improved a bit.

5. Can I still choose different ships and upgrade my weapons?
Yes there are not as many ships anymore in the game, but still enough to have a decent variety. The weapons from the first game
return and are more easy to shoot (higher bullet velocity and shorter travel speed). You can still upgrade your ships and
weapons. You can now sell your equipment or store it outside your ship.

6. What are the missions like?
You will be able to speak to your crew members often before or after the missions. You can prepare yourself and read the
mission text before you start. The missions also vary between exploration, destruction, escape or protection. Often you will have
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some wingmen to help you out.

If you liked this review be sure to hit the like button to help other players with helpful reviews. Thanks!
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